
بسم االله الرحمن الرحيم
المحاضره 14 من علم الدلاله وبرغماتيك كامله

[أسئلة مراجعة - علم الدلاله وبرغماتيك - د. فهد بن دهيش]

1) (1) semantics is
- A) the study of words origins.
- b) the study of words meaning

2) (2) language speakers can say one thing and mean another thing through
- A) what words mean in the dictionary.
- B) the meaning that a word or a sentence has in specific contexts or circumstances

3) (3) all the followings are examples of paralanguage except for:
- a) Nodding
- B Laughing
- c) Giggling
- d) Crying

4) (4) the meaning of a word is included in another word, in the case of:
- A) polysemy
- b) synonymy
- c) hyponymy

5) (5) what is the basic lexical relation between each pair of words listed here? فقرات الاربع
الجايه تابعه لهالسؤال

اضغط هنا- 
- ،،،،،،،

6) story & tale
- A) synonyms
- b) ntonyms
- c) hyponymy

7) b) heavy & light
- A) synonyms
- b) ntonyms
- c) hyponymy
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8) c) fruit & banana
- A) homophony
- B) hyponymy
- b) ntonyms

9) d) peace & piece
- A) homophony
- B) hyponymy
- b) ntonyms

10) (6) what does “prototype” mean? Illustrate your definition with an example
- A) the most characteristic instance of the category e.g:robin is the prototype of birds
- B) it is an utterance not require literal meaning so he mean that he is hungry so he can eat any thing

11) (7) waiting impatiently for food at a restaurant, the man said: “i can eat a horse right
now.” explain the meaning of this quotation in some details.
- A) the most characteristic instance of the category e.g:robin is the prototype of birds
- B) it is an utterance not require literal meaning so he mean that he is hungry so he can eat
any thing

12) (8) identify the semantic roles of the seven noun phrases in this sentence with her new
golf club, fatimah whacked the ball from the woods to the grassy area near the hole , .and

she suddenly felt unbeatable لهالسؤال تابعه الجايه الفقرات
اضغط هنا- 

- ،،،،،،،،،،

13) instrument =
- with her new golf
- fatimah

14) agent =
- fatimah
- the ball

15) them =
- the ball
- the wood
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16) (9) use semantic features to explain the reason these sentences sound odd. 3 a) the
chicken studies mathematics
- Chicken = make this sentence semantically odd +human
- Chicken = make this sentence semantically odd +Male

17) b) the train will marry jessica
- Train = make this sentence semantically odd +human ,+male ,+adult
- Train = make this sentence semantically odd +human ,+male

18) (10) tell which of the following opposites are gradable, non-gradable, or reversive.
A) fill it / empty it →
- gradable
- non-gradable
- reversive

19) b) absent / present
- gradable
- reversive
- non-gradable

20) c) old / young →
- non-gradable
- gradable
- reversive

21) fair / unfair
- non-gradable
- gradable
- reversive

22) (11) what kind of inference is involved in interpreting each of these utterances? A)
teacher: You can borrow my shakespeare
- mean person
- shakespeare

23) b) waiter: The ham sandwich left without paying.
- mean a person who asked for ham sandwich
- The ham sandwich
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24) c) nurse: The hernia in room 5 wants to talk to the doctor.
- mean person
- room 5

25) d) dentist: My eleven4hirty canceled so i had an early lunch.
- mean person
- they all inference

26) which of these utterances contain “performative verbs” and how did you decide? A)
i apologize
- performative verbs - apologizing
- sorry

27) b) i bet you $20.
- to spend a many
- performative verbs –promise

28) (13) what would you call two or more words that often go together, as in the word
blond usually going with hair? Give two more examples to illustrate
- coolocations- fast food - quick glance
- quick food - quick car

29) (15) each of b’s utterances below would probably flout (ignore) one of the four
maxims say what maxim the speaker is flouting, and give a possible reason for this
ignorance. A. Do you want to go to the movies tonight? B. My little sister is coming for
a visit. The maxim flouted? A possible reason
- a)relation maxim
- b ) quantity maxim

30) a. Where are you going? B. Out maxim flouted? A possible reason?
- a)relation maxim
- b ) quantity maxim

31) لا تنسوني من دعاكم
هنا- 

- -
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